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 eLOCK eXpress 
Think mobile.

Close smarter.
It’s easy.

Electronically!
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 Innovative opportunities

Key chaos?
Create order electronically!
Many employees have to carry a heavy load on their key ring, 
as they have so many doors to open: Driveway, main entrance, hallway 
and security entrances, as well as those to one's own work area. 
Everything becomes easier electronically: 
With eLOCK eXpress, everyone has only one key for all doors!

Replace the lock cylinder?
No longer necessary!
If a mechanical key – in the worst case the master key – is lost, 
security is no longer guaranteed. Often the only solution is a complete 
and expensive cylinder replacement, including new keys for all employees. 
With eLOCK eXpress, the lost key is simply blocked and reissued: 
Everyone else can keep their keys!

Change of staff?
No problem!
When employees leave your company or new ones arrive, this is often 
associated with a lot of administrative work in terms of locking technology. 
A classic key box and a key book are one option, eLOCK eXpress 
is the more convenient one: Old employee keys are simply deleted 
and new ones are individually configured and activated!

Individual access times?
Simply manage!
The building cleaning service should have access on weekdays 
between 7:00 pm and 11:00 pm, but another service provider 
only has access on Saturdays from 7:00 am to 4:00 pm. 
How can this be managed? Electronically with eLOCK eXpress: 
Access rights and times can be individually defined for each key and each door!

Locking with system
The added convenience, flexibility and security make the 
eLOCK eXpress electronic locking system the first choice. 
For practices, law firms, retail, craft trade, gastronomy and other 
small and medium-sized businesses, but also for specialist security shops. 
eLOCK eXpress opens up convincing advantages for everyone!



Simple. Individual. Flexible. For small and medium-sized companies.eLOCK eXpress

„eLOCK eXpress is  
ideal for small and  

medium-sized companies  
looking for user-friendly  

and convenient systems.“

„ The eLOCK system also  
impresses with its design,  
which can be perfectly integrated 
into architectural concepts.“

„ eLOCK eXpress is  
quick to programme,  
easy to use and  
simple to manage.“

Wall reader  
in Siedle housing Wall reader ISO cardKey fobKnob cylinder Half-cylinder

Door components Transponders Programming options

Cylinder
-  Cylinders tested for DIN EN 15684 compliance, 

for internal and external doors
-  Versions available for emergency escape routes, 

with single-sided and double-sided  
authorisation checks and waterproof function

- Easy to fit in existing Profile cylinder locks
-  Cylinder lengths retrospectively adjustable
-  Knob cylinder available in three variants  

for the mechanical inside knob

Comfort system
-  Perfect combination of usability and design
-  Integration into any object design through 

minimalist design of the antenna caps
-  APS Comfort system for timber and  

tubular frame doors; can be used for internal  
and external doors, fire protection doors, 
emergency exit routes

Wall reader
-  Control and opening of automatic doors,  

door openers, elevators, barriers and gates
-  For surface and recessed mounting  

in internal and external areas
-  Can be combined with commonly-used switch 

and intercom ranges from leading manufacturers

Transponders
-  Different types of MIFARE® transponders 

(Classic, DESFire®) can be used  
in a locking system at the same time

-  Combination of transponders already present  
in the property can be implemented  
without any problems Programming options

-  Clear processes for programming  
transponders and door components

-  Modern and simple software structure  
for a perfect overview

-  Management of the locking system via  
several programming devices possible  
at the same time without the need  
to network PCs or tablets

-  Optional programming of door components  
via ToDo card

-  Programming of the door components and 
transponders directly on the PC or tablet using 
the NFC stick

-  Lost keys can be blocked, locking authorisations 
adjusted or time profiles created in a short time

-  Access to doors can be logged if required

APS Comfort system
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